Summary
Psychologists and educationalists has agreed that early stage of childhood is very important, so it’s crucial to prepare kindergarten teacher, because their preparing has most influence on child performances, so it was reflected also on child skills. The current study agreed that Marionette Puppet one of the most recent educational tool to teach child in kindergarten, east to use them to transfer experience and concepts among children, so many world wide forums on childhood focused on using Marionette Puppet as educational technique to teach and to develop child skills.

In light that, the current study concerned with program designed to prepare female student teacher in kindergarten, to train her to design and to use Marionette Puppet with kindergarten child. Recent studies has tended to manufacture Marionette Puppet from local raw materials where it was simple and low cost and highly educated tool, the current study assured that Marionette Puppet was considered as applying for undirected education